Topic: Sherlock Walsh and the case of the missing pet.
Backstory:
Kealii inherited a pet from his long lost Uncle from Molokai whom Kealii has never met before. Kealii
does not know what kind of pet it is, only that he was supposed to receive the pet from the Bike
Messenger Service yesterday. Bike messenger Trippy, while on his way to deliver the package
which he knows contains some kind of animal but is unsure of what kind, stops to buy a hotdog.
She leaves the package on her bike. When she returns, the package had been opened, and
the pet that was enclosed is missing. Trippy doesn’t want to tell her boss at the Bike Messenger
Service that the pet is missing because she might get fired, but she does inform Kealii that the
package is missing. Trippy and Kealii are good friends, so Kealii doesn’t want to get Trippy fired.
Kealii elicits the help from Sherlock Walsh and his assistant Dr Ah Nee in helping to find the
missing pet.

Cast of Characters:
Sherlock Walsh, pet detective - Lead investigator
Dr. Ah Nee - Co-investigator
Kealii - Pet Beneficiary, new owner of the pet

Storyline Narrative Character:
Uncle: long lost Uncle of Kealii who had bequeathed the pet to Kealii in his will after he died.

Witnesses:
Trippy, the bike messenger: Evidence Provided: bike, nail polish, egg shells.
Sharkey Jenkins, hot dog vendor: saw the pet and provided the following clues: table, hot dog with bite
marks, bi-pedal,
Dr. Merfa, invertebrate specialist: witness while collecting invertebrate in area. provide the following
clues: jar, invertebrate knowledge, wings
Dr. Gil Gershom, Thermal Heat Scientist: taking thermal heat images of the area. provided the
following clues: thermal image,

Concept Attainment Story Board:
- (Specific script will be improvised as that is my strength but I can outline dialogue in further detail if
needed)
1. Sean introduces himself to the class and deputizes them all in the name of Scotland Yard.
2. Kealii comes in shortly after inquiring about the results of the missing parcel, and reminds us of the
details about how he doesn't know what the pet is because it was in a sealed cage, but he needs
to find it in time to deliver it to Mr Kim’s Birthday Party.
3. Sean asks the new deputies to aid in the investigation and Chelsea hands out case files.
4. Sean then breaks up the deputies into two teams.
5. Case files are called one by one to be scanned and results displayed on screen 1, screen 2 puts the
picture into the appropriate yes or no column.
6. Once all evidence is displayed, Sean asks the two groups to discuss amongst themselves what they
think the pet might be.
7. One representative from each team is asked to provide a guess as to the missing pet.
8. Photos are provided from pets that were found in the area where the package was stolen. The Teams
must choose which pet was in the package.
9. Students are asked to provide some examples of other birds in their neighborhood.
10. Time depending we can show slides of bird native to Hawaii with a little information.

Evidence Blurbs for Evidence Web Pages:
1. #5wrfoz0 Feathers - This feather was found near the opened cage.
2. #jgevpma Wings - Business man described the animal as having wings rather than
arms.
3. #4ilrae4 Bipedal - Jenkins met the missing pet stood on two feet next to him at the
nearby park.
4. #mnfyiub Warm-blooded - Dr Grishom while doing a thermal survey of the registered
the missing person as being warm blooded
5. #fu0xhz8 Egg-laying - These pieces of shell were left in the package.
6. #mjgv7tc Vertebrate - a biologist specializing only in invertebrates, Dr. Merfa
witnessing the event described the suspect as not an invertebrate.
7. #q14pq12 Beak - Trippy Hedrone's half eaten hot dogs left at scene had definitive beak
marks them
8. #p585l4d Cross - continental - an anonymous informant tips us off that relatives of the
missing PET lives homes on every continent in the world.
9. #1tspt16 Jar - this object was located at the scene but determined to be owned by Dr.
Merfa for collecting invertebrates.
10. #wvf6ahe Bicycle - this object was located at the scene but determined to be owned by
Trippy Hedrone.
11. #jzztu20 Fork - this object was located at the scene but determined to be owned by the
businessman who was on his lunch break.
12. #mgab3df bottle - this object was located at the scene but determined to be the
personal property of a businessman on a lunch break.
13. #qusyh24 DNA analysis show that the hairs a human, not animal.
14. #ikw1kg Rubber Glove - this object was located at the scene but determined to belong
to Dr Merfa.
15. #095pb28 HDTV - Located near table, determined to be owned by businessman with
verfiable receipts
16. #3zc1bh Candy Bar - this objects was for sale at the hot dog vendor stand and
determined not to connected to the pet.
17. #1x50g32 Table - this object was located at the scene but determined to be owned by
hot dog vender.
18. #k8hhpi Nail polish - Owned by Tippy Hedrone, dropped this from her purse while
ordering her hot dog.

